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GRAPHIC NOVEL HISTORICAL FICTION

IDISS

FRED BERNARD / RICHARD MALKA
Based on the book by Robert Badinter
2021 / ONE-SHOT
5 M1 28ARCH
/ 210 x 275 / €20
pages
5 

A portrait of a woman who embodies one
of the greatest tragedies of the 20th century.
Adapted from a book by Robert Badinter
in which he tells his grandmother’s story.

“I strongly believe, essentially,
in exemplarity. It is the example given
by your parents that first defends you
from the life challenges.”

Although it may sound like fiction, it’s a true story.
The story of Idiss, Robert Badinter’s grandmother,
born in 1863 in Bessarabia (in modern-day Russia) and who fled poverty and persecution to end
up to Paris with her family at the start of the 20th
century. Through his beloved Jewish grandmother,
the politician and staunch advocate of the abolition of the death penalty plunges the readers into
the Yiddishland of his grandparents. He brings us
into the heart of this world without drifting into
pathos, and allows us to understand the state of
mind of these emigrants who have become firm
republicans and so proud to be French.

Robert Badinter

BIO
Robert Badinter is a French politician, lawyer,
and author. He is known for his opposition
to the death penalty (which he successfully
abolished in 1981), for his advocacy of prisoner rehabilitation, for his role in drafting
changes to the penal code, and for his efforts
to combat antisemitism.
Richard Malka is a French lawyer and member
of the Paris Bar in addition to being a comic
book writer and novelist. He specializes in
freedom of expression and secularism and is
known for being the lawyer for the satirical
newspaper Charlie Hebdo.
Fred Bernard has illustrated numerous comic
book series and children’s novels and is an
all-round creator of adult comic books, having written and illustrated the series Jeanne
Picuigny (Casterman), Chroniques de la vigne
and Chroniques de la fruitière (Glénat), and
Carnet d’un voyageur immobile (Albin Michel).
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GRAPHIC NOVEL ESPIONAGE & COLD WAR

THE INVISIBLE WAR
OLIVIER MARTIN / FRANK GIROUD

2021 / SERIES IN 3 VOLUMES (1/3)
5 JANUARY
/
56
pages
240 x 320 mm / €15
5

A three-volume series painting
a panorama of the world of espionage
in the 1950s and the 1960s
at the height of the Cold War.
VOL I: THE AGENCY

September 1951. Cassandra Bromby has begun
working for the CIA for a very personal and particular reason. Her task initially seemed simple:
exfiltrate a German scientist and weapons specialist who took refuge in Egypt after WWII, more
specifically, in Cairo, a city swarming with spies
and former Nazis on the run. But the stakes of
her mission will turn out to be very different from
anything she expected upon her arrival in the
land of King Farouk. Volumes 2 and 3 will reveal
this mission in a totally different light.

Readers will discover the 3 primary
secret services of the time:
Volume 1: The CIA
Volume 2: The MGB (former KGB)
Volume 3: Mossad

BIO
In the late 1990s, Olivier Martin met Olivier
Supiot, with whom he would publish Erzurum
(Le Cycliste) and Éric Omond for the series
Sang et Encre (Delcourt). He then worked with
Philippe Menvielle, Eric Adam and Sylvain
Runberg (prizewinner in Japan).
Frank Giroud began writing comics at a very
young age. He published series such as Décalogue (Glénat), Destins (Glénat), L’Avocat
(Le Lombard), and others. In 2002, he was
awarded the prestigious “Max und Moritz”
Prize for Best International Writer. He died in
July 2018.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL HISTORICAL FICTION

ALICIA

MAYALEN GOUST / EILEEN HOFER
2021 / ONE-SHOT
5 A144PRILpages
/ 210 x 275 / €20
5 

Through the stories of three women and
their passion for dance, Alicia plunges
us into Cuban daily life from 1959
to modern times: educating the masses,
health care, access to supplies, but also
religion, ethnic mixing, and Cubanidad.

Alicia Alonso is by turns worshiped
and criticized but remains inseparable
from Cuban history.

BIO

New York, 1943. Alicia Alonso, a Cuban ballerina,
takes on the role of Giselle at the last minute and
reveals her incredible talent to the world.
Havana, 2011. Amanda, a young ballerina who
has recently moved to the capital, has just
started attending the Paseo del Prado dance
school. The trials that she experiences resonate
deeply with the story of Alicia, prima ballerina
assoluta, and her controversial desire to bring
Cuban classical dance to life…
We also meet Manuela, a single mother who
works tirelessly night and day, between housework and dancing in a cabaret, to provide for her
family. This may be a Cuba of resourcefulness and
solidarity, but denunciation and the black market
are also daily realities for those around them.

y BY THE SAME AUTHOR

Mayalen Goust's unique
world is easily identifiable
in all her work. In 2011,
she began a comic book
adaptation of Colombes du
Roi-Soleil (Flammarion), a
successful series of historical novels for young
readers. For Rue de
Sèvres she illustrated the
Kamarades series and a
graphic novel, Vies volées.
Eileen Hofer is a Swiss filmmaker, independent journalist, and photographer. In 2015 she
received a special mention at the Swiss film
festival Visions du réel for her documentary
Horizontes dedicated to Alicia Alonso.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL LIFE STORY

THE MISSING ONE

DOMINIQUE MERMOUX / BAPTISTE BEAULIEU

THE MISSING ONE
Cover in progress

2021 / ONE-SHOT
5 M1 68AYpages
/ 210 x 275 mm / €20
5 

Fifteen years after the death of his
grandfather, Baptiste Beaulieu, alias Thomas,
discovered three notebooks addressed to an
unknown woman. An entire life of memories,
tragedy, and secrets put to paper.

A grandson’s journey into his family
history down a line of taciturn men unable
to talk to one another.

After discovering the notebooks containing love
letters in an old trunk, Thomas’ father falls into
a deep melancholy. Thomas is dumbfounded—
the entire life story of Moïse, his grandfather, is
contained in these letters. More incredible still,
Moïse is sharing his tale with a stranger: a certain Anne-Lise Schmidt. Who is this woman?
And, more importantly, who was she to Moïse?
How could the warm, sentimental person who
wrote these letters has turned into such a sad,
distant man known to father and son?
In a desperate attempt to cure his father,
Thomas, the young general practitioner, will have
to penetrate his grandfather’s secret and shed
light on a mystery that will rock an entire family.
And in doing so, the author is sending a moving
message out into the world to find Anne-Lise
Schmidt, the real woman in the picture.

BIO
Dominique Mermoux started making comics after studying fine art.. Awarded “Young
Talent” prizes several times over (Angoulême,
Lausanne), he started his career with the
press and then decided to collaborate on comic
books with various scenarists
for Delcourt, Glénat, Vents
y BY THE SAME AUTHORS
d'Ouest and Rue de Sèvres.
Baptiste Beaulieu is a general
practitioner and the author of
the remarkable debut novel
Alors voilà, les 1001 vies des
Urgences (Fayard 2013). It
was a huge success and has
since been translated into
twelve languages and adapted
into a graphic novel by Rue de
Sèvres. His blog, Alors voilà,
has had more than 5 million
visitors.
SOLD: Arabic, Italian, Russian,
Spanish (World)
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GRAPHIC NOVEL BIOPIC

CHAPLIN

DAVID FRANÇOIS / LAURENT SEKSIK
2021 / SERIES IN 3 VOLUMES (2/3)
5 FEBRUARY
/
80
pages
240
x 320 mm / €17
5
SOLD: German

A highly documented second volume
that covers Chaplin’s rise to glory,
his relationship to women, and the first
warning signs of McCarthyism.

0

Could Chaplin’s status in this puritan
America be on the verge of faltering
and his career be taking a turn for the worse?

VOL II: THE PRINCE OF HOLLYWOOD

Although he’s just lost his son at birth, Charlie
decides to film The Kid, the story of this child that
he will never get to see grow up. The film is a huge
hit. Recognized as one of the greatest artists of
his time in Hollywood, Charlie relishes in his rise to
glory alongside his brother Stanley. All while confirming his taste for (very) young women, Chaplin
throws himself into his next film, T he G old R ush,
another triumph. At 35 years of age, he marries Lita
Grey, who is not yet over the age of legal majority
but is already carrying their first child. Their union
will be the most vicious of all. Tired of her husband’s
innumerable affairs, Lita will divorce and denounce
Charlie's perversions in a pamphlet that will be the
talk of the town. Just as the first taking pictures are
making their appearance, the secret services begin
to suspect him of being a communist.

Volume III to be published in 2022.

David François is a self-taught artist. He is
active in promoting the art of comics and regularly leads workshops on comics writing in
psychiatric and penitentiary settings.
Laurent Seksik is a writer
and doctor. In 2015, his novel
The Practice of Medicine was
awarded for several prizes. He
co-wrote the screenplay for a
docudrama on Charlie Chaplin’s life, which received the
“Award for Best Cultural Project” in 2013 and the “Award
for the Best International
Documentary” in 2014.

0

BIO

VOL I
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COMIC BOOK SPACE ADVENTURE

THE VENUS CHIMERAS
ETIENNE JUNG / ALAIN AYROLES

2021 / SERIES IN 3 VOLUMES (1/3)
5 MARCH
/ 240 x 320 mm / €15
56
pages
5

A new series in the Castle in the Stars
universe that takes us to Venus,
a planet inhabited by dinosaurs
and other dangers.

0

A masterful script by Alain Ayroles
that transports the reader into a rich jungle
world with new intriguing characters!

VOL I

1874. The space race began five years ago and
the powers on Earth are colonizing the solar
system. France and England are in dispute over
the sovereignty of Venus, which, in keeping with
the scientific belief of the time, is a fog-covered
jungle world where life is still in its primordial
stages. It is here that operetta actress Hélène
Martin is searching for her fiancé, the poet
Aurélien d’Hormont, who has escaped from the
labor camps of Napoleon III. Pursued by the ominous Duke de Chouvigny and dragged into the
rivalry between the two empires, Hélène will have
to journey through dinosaur-infested jungle and
cross stormy oceans to the planet’s strangest
frontiers, where the vestiges of a mysterious
civilization remain.

BIO
Étienne Jung worked as an illustrator for
the press, children’s comics, and in educational publishing with Bayard Presse, Fleurus
Presse, Belin and Hatier. In 2003 he brought
his talents to DP Filippi’s Gregory and The Gargoyles and the series Brüssli (Les Humanoïdes
associés).
Alain Ayroles studied at
the Beaux-Arts d’Angoulême
where he met Jean-Luc Masbou, with whom he would create the 12-volume series De
cape et de crocs (Delcourt). He
revisited the Viking world in
Sept missionnaires (Delcourt)
with the artist Luigi Critone,
the world of vampires in the ‘D’
trilogy (Delcourt) with Bruno
Maïorana, and the picaresque
novel in Les Indes Fourbes (Delcourt) with Juanjo Guarnido.
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y IN THE SAME UNIVERSE

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified),
Croatian, Dutch, English (World),
German, Italian, Japanese, Polish,
Russian, Spanish (EU), Ukrainian
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COMIC BOOK SCI-FI

P CO
R V
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G R
R
E
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S

OPTIC SQUAD

STÉPHANE BERVAS / SYLVAIN RUNBERG

IN

2021 / SERIES IN 3 VOLUMES (2/3)
5 APRIL
/ 240 x 320 mm / €16
64
pages
5
SOLD: Dutch

An elite unit charged with tackling
international organized crime.
Their weapons: nano-cameras implanted
in the agents’ eyes.

0
Volume
III
to be released
in March
2022
Each volume features a different mission
in a different setting and follows the
characters’ psychological development.

VOL II: MISSION LOS ANGELES

In Malibu, Zak Demarest is seeking a second
term as President of the Western States. His
promotion of the Immunocard project, in which
a chip is to be implanted into every citizen in
order to diagnose and treat them remotely, is
followed by a series of mysterious deaths among
Demarest’s supporters, all of whom had been
implanted with the chip. There is strong suspicion that the technology is dangerous and may
have been tampered with. The Optic Squad has
just a few days before the election to uncover if
the President's project is a way to physically and
mentally manipulate the entire population.

BIO

Sylvain Runberg worked
in bookstores for several years before joining
Paris’s publishing industry. In 2004 he published
his first album, Astrid
(Delcourt) with Karim
Friha. Several more
varied projects would
follow at Dupuis: Les
colocataires with Christopher, Hammerfall with
Boris Talijancic, and the
sci-fi series Orbital with
Serge Pellé.
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0

Stéphane Bervas was born in 1971 in Madagascar. After 15 years as a video game graphic
designer he began illustrating comic books.
Optic Squad is his first title with Rue de Sèvres.

VOL I
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COMIC BOOK THRILLER

WOMEN OF
THE CALIFATE

GIUSEPPE LIOTTI / MARC TRÉVIDIC / MATZ
2021 / ONE-SHOT
5JANUARY
/
6
4
pages
240 x 320 mm / €15
5 

A story that tackles the role
of women in terrorist networks,
and, indirectly, their emancipation
in the Islamist world.

An independent story in the universe
of the Compte à rebours series,
where we continue to follow
Judge Antoine Duquesne’s cases.

Aicha Karmous is the wife of the former leader of
the Islamic State. While ISIS considers the role
of the wives of the mujahideen to be supporting their husbands by taking care of the home
and raising their sons to become warriors, Aicha
aspires to prove that women can also be part of
the action. More specifically, she hopes to support the cause of the group of sisters that she
created to undertake large-scale operations in
the future. After the success of her first mission,
Aicha envisions THE mission that will strike at
the very heart of daily life. Will Judge Duquesne
and the DGSI (French security agency) be able to
adapt to this new form of terrorism, more subtle
and insidious than its male counterpart?

BIO
Giuseppe Liotti started as a storyboard artist
for ad and film production agencies. Since
2007, he has published Narcos (Le Lombard)
and Vin, gloire et bonté (Glénat).
A former examining magistrate in the antiterrorist division, Marc Trévidic is also the
author of several essays
and novels about jihad, yBY THE SAME AUTHORS
the most recent of which,
Ahlam, came out in 2016.
Matz has been writing
comic books for more
than 20 years alongside
his career as a video game
writer. He is known for
having written Tueur
(Casterman) and has collaborated with Walter Hill
on writing several comic
books at Rue de Sèvres.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL HORROR & ADVENTURE

ASPIRIN
JOANN SFAR

2021 / ONGOING SERIES
5MARCH
/ 210 x 275 mm / €16
1
28
pages
5 
SOLD: Spanish (World)

Could you imagine being stuck
as a teenager for 300 years and,
on the top of that, experiencing
a lockdown? Sfar continues to explore
teenage questions and angst.

0

VOL III: MONSTER TINDER

Aspirin is in a rage, and for good reason: a horrible virus has left her locked up for weeks with
her sister Josacine, who has recently started
sharing her privileged vampire life on Monster
30,000
Tinder, the dating app for monsters around
copies
the world. Through this, the sisters come to
of the series meet Rebecka Broke, her assistant, Ionas,
sold
and Professor Providence, the sole support
network for isolated, depressed, infected, and
dying monsters. But no sooner do they leave to
The final pages contain a
go help their fellow monsters in distress than
‘choose-your-own-adventure’ style introduction
they are kidnapped. What is this higher power
that managed to overcome them, and why
to “Monsters”, a role-playing game based
abduct the vampires in the first place?
on Sfar's universe.

BIO

VOL I
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0

0

Joann Sfar is one of the leaders of the new generation of
authors that appeared in the 1990s. The author of over one
hundred books as an illustrator, storywriter, or both at once,
he has given us sagas such as Le chat du Rabbin (Dargaud) and
Donjon (Delcourt). He is also a film director, with many of his
works now adapted into animated movies.

VOL II
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CHILDREN’S COMICS

HUMOR

ASTRID BROMIDE
FABRICE PARME

2021 / ONGOING SERIES
5MARCH
/ 210 x 275 mm / €10.50
4
0
pages
5 
SOLD: Dutch, Russian, Spanish (World)

A fake hat, a bunny, eggs...
Is someone trying to make us believe
in magic? Astrid is determined
to get to the bottom of this!

0
45,000
copies
of the series
sold

BIO
Fabrice Parme is a comic book and cartoon
author. His successful comic book series La
famille Pirate (Dargaud) has been adapted into
an animated TV show. He is also one of the artists for Spirou. Astrid Bromide is Parme’s first
comic book series as sole author and creator.

VOL I

VOL II

VOL IV
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VOL VI:
HOW DO YOU FRY
A CHARMING RABBIT?

Mrs. Bromide and Astrid head to a special auction event in order to buy a surprise gift for her
husband: the 52nd Imperial Egg, which will complete his collection. On the way, Astrid falls head
over heels for a white bunny in the window of a
pet shop, but Mrs. Bromide is much too focused
on getting to the auction to notice. She is the
winning bidder and Mr. Bromide is thrilled! He
proudly sets this latest egg next to the others
in his display case. But although they’re under
lock and key, the eggs proceed to disappear and
reappear one by one... Could it be related to the
curse of this latest egg? Or the white bunny that
Astrid’s parents eventually bought for her?

VOL III

VOL V
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CHILDREN’S COMICS

FANTASY ADVENTURE

LANCELOT

THE MEMORY STONE

THOMAS LABOUROT / SÉVERINE GAUTHIER
2021 / ONE-SHOT
5MARCH
/ 210 x 275 mm / €13
6
4
pages
5 

Lancelot takes center stage in this new
magic and sorcery series from the authors
of Eleanora Mandragora. Of course,
Eleanora accompanies him on his quest!

Thomas Labourot’s rounded
and accessible art style is a perfect fit
for this new fantasy world.

Lancelot has been having the same nightmare
for weeks, haunted by what he saw in the Vale of
No Return when he rescued Eleanora. It always
ends the same way: a castle under siege and in
flames, a horrific, tentacled sea monster trying
to devour him, and a voice calling him ‘my fair
foundling’. He is convinced that these are actually memories of an event from his past. He
decides to consult the druid Bibi, who tells them
about the Memory Stone, which contains the
memory of all that must not be forgotten, and
which was stolen by King Brandin of the Isles. It
alone can provide Lancelot with the answers he
needs. Accompanied by Eleanora, he will have
to confront living-dead creatures and then the
king himself in order to finally obtain the Memory Stone! What event from his past will Lancelot
discover?

BIO
Thomas Labourot entered the Beaux-Arts
school and was quickly noticed by Delcourt
publishers, who chose him to take on the Troll
series. Since then, he has collaborated with
Séverine Gauthier on several books and is a
member of the Atelier 510 TTC.
Séverine Gauthier started to
read comics long before drawing them, and ended up devoting her time to writing, which
goes well with her career as an
English teacher and her passion for traveling. Inspired by
writers such as Roald Dahl, her
projects are often tinged with
fantasy and humor.

yBY THE SAME AUTHORS

SOLD: English (World), German
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CHILDREN’S COMIC BOOK

HUMOR & ADVENTURE

THE SPECTACULARS
ARNAUD POITEVIN / RÉGIS HAUTIÈRE
2021 / ONGOING SERIES
5 F5 EBRUARY
/
6
pages
240
x 320 mm / €14
5 

A new and dynamic adventure
that reveals the story
of Petronille’s family and delves
into the characters’ psychology.

0

VOL V: VERSUS THE BRIGADES
OF THE JESTER

As the Spectaculars are testing out their new
lighting effects on stage, a very worried Baron
Clampin du Buisson de Bassefeuille makes his
appearance. The Baron's wife, Angeline, has
been kidnapped by a mysterious clown called
The Jester, who is demanding 5 million French
francs in exchange for her freedom.
If he alerts the police, the poor hostage risks
losing her fingers. The Spectaculars are his only
hope, especially when he discovers that Petronille seems to be his wife’s twin sister!
Between the “Foire du Trône” funfair, Montmartre, and a Parisian private mansion, will the Spectaculars manage to untangle fact from fiction?
And what family history is lurking in the wings?

BIO
Arnaud Poitevin published his first drawings in the
magazines J’aime lire and Spirou. His first book was
published by Panini Comics in 2005, and this was followed by Le Marin, l’actrice et la croisière jaune (Soleil).
Régis Hautière has published over forty books,
including La Guerre des Lulus (Casterman) and the
latest volumes of the series Aquablue (Delcourt).

0

VOL I

0

VOL II

0

VOL III
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VOL IV
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CHILDREN’S COMICS

HUMOR

THE ANTHOLOGY
OF THE KILLER CAT’S
ADVENTURES
VÉRONIQUE DEISS
Based on the novels by Anne Fine
2021 / ONGOING SERIES
5 M1 84AYpages
170 x 235 mm / €15
5 
SOLD: Italian

Poor old Tuffy... He’s constantly
facing his masters’ wrath. They can’t
understand their pet’s brutal nature.
But Tuffy is just being a cat!

The compilation of 4 adventures
of Tuffy, the wicked yet lovable cat!

BIO
Véronique Deiss studied art in Paris. Since then, her funny
drawings for children and adults have been published in more
than one hundred works in France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, the United States, and South Korea.
Anne Fine's novels are known for their insolence and devastating humor. Her numerous successful titles include Madame
Doubtfire, which was adapted into a movie featuring the late
Robin Williams to worldwide acclaim.

VOL I
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VOL II

Now, I should warn you, I have a bad reputation. I’m not exactly what you’d call a reputable
cat. First of all, I love to terrorize mice and hunt
birds. Whenever I bring a dead mouse home, my
mistress, Ellie, bursts into tears. But what does
she expect? That, if a little ball of fur lands in my
paws, I’m just going to take it home and sing it
nursery rhymes? I’m a cat, after all... I also have a
bit of a bad temper. Woe betide anyone who calls
me “my sweet little pussy cat.” It’s also true that I
have no respect for carpets or furniture, particularly Ellie’s mother’s paintings. And yes, I tend to
make too much noise when dining out with my
friends in the trash cans. I’m blamed for everything—vilified, even—and I can’t even speak to
defend myself! But now you’re about to find out
the truth. You’ll learn whom my family asked to
look after me during their vacation. You’ll discover that I was not the one who ended the life of
the neighbor’s rabbit prematurely. And you’ll see
that I’m not the only monster in these stories.

VOL III

VOL IV
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BACKLIST I COMICS FOR ADULTS

COMICS FOR ADULTS I BACKLIST

SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch, English (World), Italian,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: English (World), German

SOLD: German

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified
& Complex), Indonesian, Italian,
Korean, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
English (World), Italian, Korean,
Vietnamese

SOLD: Dutch, German, Korean,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Spanish (World)
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SOLD: German, Polish, Serbian

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Croatian,
Spanish (World), Turkish

SOLD: Italian, Polish

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Spanish (EU), Turkish

SOLD: Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Dutch, German, Tamil

SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German, Italian, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: English (World),
German, Polish, Spanish (EU)
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BACKLIST I COMICS FOR ADULTS

COMICS FOR ADULTS I BACKLIST

SOLD: German

SOLD: Dutch

SOLD: Dutch, German

SOLD: Dutch, German,
English (World)

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Spanish (EU), German
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SOLD: Chinese (Simplified)

SOLD: English (World), Italian,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Danish, Dutch, German

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Italian,
Korean, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Spanish (World)
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BACKLIST I COMICS FOR ADULTS

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified & Complex),
Italian, Korean

CHILDREN'S COMICS I BACKLIST

SOLD: English (World), Korean

CHILDREN'S COMICS I BACKLIST

SOLD: English (World)
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y

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified)

SOLD: English (North America),
German, Italian, Chinese (Simplified),
Spanish (World), Russian

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Italian,
Russian

SOLD: Italian, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Italian, Korean

y

SOLD: Italian, Russian

SOLD: Italian, Spanish (World)
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